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BG seeks to control campus pigeons
by Marcy Grande
stall reporter

Large white splotches covering the
steps of Moselev Hall are one reason
why Director of Environmental Services Dan Parratt is asking the Unversity for $5,000 in pigeon-control
funding for next year.
If Parratt's request is granted, relief may be in store for students who
raise their hands in self-defense while
cooing birds fly overhead.
Another reason for controlling pigeons is that they can carry diseases,
according to Dr. William Jackson,
director of Environmental Research
and Services.
"Pigeons can carry fungus diseases
when accumulated droppings mix
with soil. And when the surface is
disturbed, the spores can become
airborne and possibly inhaled by people," Jackson said.
Histoplasmosis, which is similar to
tuberculosis, is an example of a disease pigeons can carry. Whether or
not the campus pigeons carry diseases is unknown since no tests have
been conducted to determine the presence of infectious droppings, he
added.
Along with the possibility of disease, pigeons have become a messy
nuisance to those who have offices
with ledges and window sills, which
are great roosting and nesting spots
for pigeons.
Most of the older central buildings
on campus, which have more intricate architecture, are the most popular with pigeons.

It'S for the birdS
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One of the roosting places for pigeons is in the intricate wall architecture of University Hall. The University is
being asked to consider ways to slow down the growth of the pigeon population which has grown from SO in 1982 to
100 in 1963.

Parratt suggested many ways to
control the population, but a lot of
money can be spent on control and
results may be questionable.
"Among some of the suggestions
are pigeon repellents and trappings.
Another idea is to eliminate roosting
sights. We can do this by putting a
type of metal spikes on ledges so

Salvadoran
elections
threaten aid

pigeons can't land. Or we can put
'Roost-no-More,' on the ledges," Parratt said.
Roost-no-More is a sticky substance
that sticks to pigeons' feet so that they
learn not to land there.
Poisoning the pigeons is possible
but very undesireable because of the WASHINGTON (AP) - A Democratic
chance of secondary poisoning - if a leader yesterday predicted Senate
dog dies from eating a poisoned pi- approval of a compromise $61.7 milgeon for example -according to Jack- lion military aid package for El Salson and Parratt. Also Parratt doesn't vador, but Secretary of State George
like the idea of people seeing dead Shultz said he would resist any move
to cut off the aid if the government
pigeons scattered around campus.
now being chosen is overthrown in a
JACKSON ALSO suggested some- military coup.
one be hired once a week to go around
"I think it is not necessary and is
the buildings and dismantle the nests,
but that will be difficult and take a lot inappropriate to seem to be predictof equipment, Jackson said, explain- ing that possibility," Shultz said.
ing why pigeon control would be so "The military in El Salvador has gone
to great lengths to depoliticize themexpensive.
It will be May before the new bud- selves. I don't see any evidence of
get is released and Parratt finds out if anything to the contrary."
he was granted the money for pigeon
population control, a population that
Shultz made his remarks to the
may have doubled in the last couple of Senate Appropriations subcommittee
years according to Jackson.
that oversees the State Department
A graduate student did a project on budget.
pigeons last year and reported that
Sen. Dale Bumpers, D-Ark., said he
the population of central campus pifeons was 100 in 1983, and 50 the year had heard speculation about a possiefore. But now the count is unknown. ble coup if centrist presidential candi"The grain elevator on Ridge Street date Jose Napoleon Duarte, who led in
may have played a large part in Sunday's first round of voting in El
increasing the population," Jackson Salvador, is elected in a runoff expected to be held in May.
said.
The graduate student's study
He asked Shultz if he would support
showed that large numbers of pigeons
once roosted there, but last year when an amendment to cut off aid in that
the grain elevator closed, many pi- event. "No, sir," Shultz said.
geons may have relocated on campus.
Jackson said people who feed the
The Senate is expected to vote this
pigeons aren't helping matters any.
week on a bill that would provide $61.7
This Spring, Jackson is conducting million in emergency military aid to
a project that involves feeding pi- El Salvador in the current fiscal year.
geons with bait containing chemicals The Appropriations Committee apthat act as a sterilizer for female proved $93 million in aid by a close
pigeons.
vote earlier this month, but the ReaThis would not decrease adult San administration compromised on
population, but it would decrease the
le lower figure after Senate Demoamount of young birds," Jackson crats threatened to delay action.
said
Sec Election!, page 9.

Pay and benefits soon negotiable

Faculty affected by bargaining law
by Nancy Beach
staff reporter
Editor's Note: This is the second In
a series of three stories about the
collective bargaining law which takes
effect April 1. Tomorrow's story will
tell what the University administration it doing to inform faculty and
staff about the new law.
A new avenue for University
employees to negotiate wages and
benefits has been opened by a law
governing the rights of public employees to strike and bargain collectively
with their employers.
But a decision to join a union should
be made carefully, according to Dr.
Robert Holmes, assistant professor of
legal studies, and Philip Mason, assistant to the president.
Mason said the University is informing its employees about the new
law so that employees will be able to
consider the matter carefully before
making a decision as to whether to
join a union or not.
According to Holmes, all employees

at the University are eligible for
membership in a union, except for
those in supervisory or confidential
positions, where employees direct
other employees or have a hand in the
collective bargaining process.
Holmes said there are a few things
to be careful about when an employee
is being solicited by a union for membershio.
In order to request recognition of a
union by an employer, the union must
show that it enjoys the support of at
least 30 percent of the employer's
workers, according to the state law.
One way of proving this support is by
having employees sign authorization
cards sayine that they are in favor of
the union. Holmes warned that most
times the card also states that the
employee has now agreed to become a
member of the union as well.
"It's not very often that a union will
have a card made up that just states
the employee supports the union,"
Holmes said.
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT Paul
Olscamp also distributed a letter to

employees, dated March 5,1984, saying that these cards should be examined carefully before signing them.
The letter also warned that some
union solicitors may tell employees
that if they do not join the union, they
will have to pay a "fair share fee"
anyway. The fair share fee is the
result of a union and an employer
agreeing in collective bargaining to
deduct a fee comparable to union dues
from a non-union employee's pay.
Since there is no union representing
employees as yet, the University has
made no such agreements with anyone.
Another point Holmes made was
that employees must realize that if a
union is chosen to represent them, all
employees lose the right to bargain
individually with their employer.
Also, Holmes said that since unions
prefer to have all employees within
the bargaining unit treated the same,
it may be more difficult to earn merit
pay or wage increases for exceptional
productivity.
However, Dr. Trevor Phillips, professor of education, and a member of
an already existing union known as

the American Association of University Professors, says that merit pay
can still be received through a union.
Phillips explained that merit pay is
one stipulation that can be drawn up
in a contract between the union and
the employer. When an employee
meets the criteria listed in the contract, then he may receive merit pay.
One big advantage to a union,
according to Phillips, is that the union
can add to job security.
"When you come right down to it,
the sole reason for a union is to
protect the jobs of its members,"
Phillips said.
He said that the AAUP was originally started to help protect the academic freedom of its members and
will help a member if he is dismissed
without a clear reason.
Phillips and Holmes said there are
several already existing unions that
Univeristy employees can choose
from if they want a representative.
Phillips mentioned AAUP, the Ohio
Educational Association, which is
part of the National Educaton Association, and the American Federation
of Teachers.
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Howard Ishiyama. senior psychology major and chief officer of Undergraduate Student Government legislative affairs, poses a question to the candidates
at the forum held in the commuter center yesterday afternoon. The question was
in reference to the candidates' knowledge of state and national issues which he
said he believed were as Important to the election as campus issues. See related
story page 3.

Olscamp discovers method to slash high out-of-country tuition fees
by Mark Di Vlncenzo
slat! reporter

While in Europe, University President Paul Olscamp said he discovered
a way to slash tuition by $3,000 or
more a year for students who attend
school in Bath, England, as a part of
the University's study abroad program.
Students would register at the University instead of at Bath, but the
University would incorporate itself in
Bath, Olscamp said. The University

would then lease classroom space and
hire faculty at Bath to be "consultants
or adjunct professors."
If these measures are carried out,
students would not have to pay a huge
chunk of a $3,700 out-of-country tuition fee set up by the government In
1979. According to Olscamp, the fee
was enacted to keep "certain groups
of people" - not Americans - from
studying in England, but by law,
Americans could not have been
exempted.
The out-of-country fee made it difficult for students to afford going to

-the bottom lineVan Schaik
chosen as
new editor

Carolyn Van Schaik, managing
editor of the BG News, was chosen
as the new editor yesterday by the
Board of Student Publications.
Van Schaik, news/editorial major from Dayton, will begin her
editorial duties on April 6. The 21year-old was selected to serve as
editor through fall semester.
Her duties as editor will include
final responsibility for all copy
and art to appear in the paper, as

school in England, Olscamp said, but
he would not say what students it was
designed to keep out.
No University students are taking
classes in Bath this semester.
The tuition cut will go into effect by
fall semester or by spring semester,
1985, Olscamp said. And an organization called Higher Education in Europe (HEE) is working with the
University to see that this plan is
accomplished.
"If we (the University and the
HEE) can pull this thing off, students
will be paying about the same amount

well as supervising a staff of more
than 50 student writers and editors.
Van Schaik, scheduled to graduate in December, will be interning at Dayton Newspapers Inc.
this summer.
In addition to being the managing editor for the paper, Van
Schaik has served as the assistant
managing editor, city beat reporter, and volunteer reporter.

DOUGLAS DA YE, director of international programs, will be negotiating with HEE in England.
But the new plan has a shortcoming.
Students who go to Bath will be
attending classes with other University students - not with English students, leaving a social gap.
Marc Lee of HEE is working to find
other ways to socialize University

students in England and familiarize
them with English customs, Olscamp
said.
The University's study abroad program in Madrid, Spain, has been set
up in this way and is a model for Bath.
After visiting Tours, France, Olscamp said he will try to bring more
French students to the University by
offering them scholarships and giving
them tuition breaks. But in France,
higher education is free, and many
French students cannot afford to go to
school in the United States, he added.
"One of the worst things about

index
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to go to school here (at the University) as they would in England,"
Olscamp said.
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higher education in America is out-ofstate and out-of-country tuition," Olscamp said. "It's a shame because
students learn from other students in
student exchange programs."
faculty exchange program between the: University
and the univerUn'
sity in Salzburg, Austria, is
"probable," Olscamp said, because
Austrian and American professors
have similar academic goals.
There are about 125 University students in study abroad programs in
Europe.

weather

•The University Sailing Club headed
to the Bahamas to sharpen their sailing skills and The News was there to
cover their trip. Pages 6, 7.
•Candidates for Undegraduate Student Government positions addressed
campus issues during a candidate
Cloudy, windy and cold today
forum held in the commuter center with a chance of snow Northeast
yesterday. Page 3.
winds 20 to 30 miles per hour, with
a high temperature m the 30s.
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—editorial—:
Meese appointment just
another Reagan foul-up
The saga continues as yet another personal friend and
political nominee of Ronald Reagan is being questioned for his ethical conduct. For many administrations this
sort of thing is an embarrassment not often experienced. For
the Reagan administration, it is a constant occurence.
The fact that six top government officials have resigned
since Reagan has taken office has made excellent reading for
the subscribers to Pravda and embarrassing reading for
Americans around the world. Few people have to be reminded of the power plays of Alexander Haig... the suspect
activities of Rita Lavelle and Anne Gorsuch... and the
always entertaining activities of James Watt.
Other not so forgettable performances by Reagan friends
and appointees include the resignation of the number two
man at the C.I.A., Max Huge], after the Washington Post
revealed illegal stock dealings; Richard Allen, the presidential security advisor, who had $1,000 found in his safe
which he said was given to him by a grateful Japanese
journalist for an interview with Nancy Reagan; and Veterans Administration Chief Robert Nimmo, who repaid (6441
for unethical use of a limousine. Treasury Secretary Donald
Regan is now being faced with the same type of limousine
problem.
Add to all of these the antics of Charles Wick, head of the
United States Information agency, who was caught recording
phone calls and denied it until evidence forced him to admit
it. The fact is, Reagan's friends have been quite a circus.
So now, enter Edwin Meese. Meese's wife is charged with
accepting a $15,000 interest free loan from Edwin Thomas.
Coincidentally, while the loan was still outstanding, Thomas,
his wife, and his son all received federal jobs. There are also
questions surrounding the fact that Meese failed to report the
loan to the federal government, which constitutes a felony.
Other questions remain for Meese to answer, including
some other individuals receiving federal jobs who gave the
presidential advisor financial assistance, possible inside
trading violations in the stock market, a promotion in the
military reserve which the inspector general has said was
unwarranted, and special treatment for companies which
Meese had interest in. The job now lies with whomever is
appointed special prosecutor to clarify the strength of these
allegations. Most of these offenses are also felonies.
The fact that all of these people have been appointed or
approved by the president to hold some of the highest
positions in our nation is a slap in the face to every American.
The fact that, with his background, Meese was nominated by
Reagan to be the highest law enforcement official in the
nation is an insult to our intelligence.
For some reason, the Reagan cabinet has experienced
failures and farces one after the other with little uproar from
the public. The president has brought a sort of private sector
attitude into the government and his officials have acted as
such.
But private sector attitudes have no place in a government
which thrives on accountability to its citizens. These scandals are more than just isolated incidents and their frequency should be remembered when Americans go to the
polls in November. The accountability should extend beyond
those directly involved. It should include the man who
»appointed those people as well.

letters
Women's fear of rape
robs them of freedoms
This letter is in response to those
recently written about the issue of
rape prevention. All those who debated this issue were in agreement
that women are the victims of rape,
not the cause.
With this in mind, I propose a solution to the current situation on campas. Instead of restricting the
freedom of women, who are already
victimized by rape, it's more fair and
certainty more practical to restrict
the freedom of those who are capable
of committing the crime. This could
be accomplished with a 5:30 p.m.
curfew for all males. The Escort
Service could accompany males to
and from work or classes.

If this proposal seems insane and
unfair, and If it makes you angry,
then you're beginnng to understand
how women feel when we must live
under these conditions. For women,
however, these conditions are real
and accepted as "the way it is."
When you begin to consider the
consequences of such restrictions
upon your freedom, then you can
begin to understand what it is like to
be a woman and to live with rape.
Imagine the inconvenience of such
restriction, or how foolish or imposing
it would make you feel to ask someone
to come over to where you live just to
walk you the four blocks to the library, and you'll begin to understand
why women feel frustrated and humiliated when they're told to "use common sense."
When you experience what it feels
like to have to take responsiblity for
someone else's behavior, or to be

Soviets adopt US election policies
by Art Buchwald

Have you ever wondered how
the Soviet elections would go if
American political methods were
applied?
rt
This is Dan Ratevich reporting
to you from the Soviet Broadcasting System with a special edition
on the elections. With only .01
precincts counted SBS has declared Konstantin Chernenko the
winner in a surprising landslide
election.
"With us in our studio now is
Vladimir Gallupsky, one of the
Soviet Union's leading political
pollsters. Vladimir, explain to us
exactly what happened."
"For one thing it was a very
large turnout, which is always a
good sign for the Communist
Party. Chernenko's popularity
crossed all age groups, from the
young hooligans to the old-time
Stalinists. Labor strongly supE)rted him and so did the army,
ut I believe the deciding factor
was the unexpected big turnout of
the KGB at the polish
"To vote?"
"No, they just turned up there.
They stood next to the ballot boxes

to watch the people vote. As soon
as the undecideds saw them they
weren't undecided any more."
"So you believe that Chernenko
owes his victory to the KGB?"
"Dan, no Soviet leader has ever
been elected without the support
of the KGB."
"Thank you, Vladimir. Now
let's go to an exit polling station
and talk to Alexander Novisty
who is standing by in Kiev with a
voter who has just cast his ballot
for Chernenko/'
"Dan, I'm here with Comrade
Mikail Dobrinsky, a steelworker
from the Lenin Foundry. Comrade, what was it about Chernenko that made you decide to
vote for him?"
"He's young, and he has new
ideas. I was sick and tired of
hearing the same promises from
the same old Soviet politicians
every election year. I decided to
vote for someone who could get
the county moving again."
"Thank you, Comrade. Dan, I
will now talk to someone who
didn't vote for Chernenko. He's in
a police van over here and although our cameras can't see
him, I'll put the microphone up to

the grill. Comrade, can you tell us
why you didn't vote for Chernenko?"
"How did I know they were
going to do exit polling?"
"If you didn't vote for Chernenko, who did you vote for?"
"I left my ballot blank. I put it
in the box, stepped outside to light
a cigarette and the next thing I
knew I was inside the police van."
"How many people are in the
van with you?"
"Three dissidents, four enemies
of the state and two counterrevolutionaries who keep yelling,
'What's the beef?"'
"Alexander, this is Dan. I have
to interrupt. We're going to switch
live to Chernenko's headquarters
in the ballroom of Hotel Moskva
where Roger Muddnikov is standing by. Roger, there seems to be a
lot of celebrating going on."
"It's a madhouse, Dan. The
Chernenko supporters have been
screaming and shouting ever
since you declared their candidate a winner. I hope to speak to
the new secretary of the party
when he comes down, which
should be any minute. He must be
arriving now because the orches-

tra is playing the theme song from
'Rocky.' Here he is. Comrade
Chernenko, would you say this
was the biggest night of your
life?"
"It's been a long hard battle
from the first primaries in the
cold steppes of Siberia in February to our squeak-through by
the Caspian Sea in November.
The turning point for me was the
debates."
"They all took place in the
Kremlin, and you don't think we'd
show them on television, do you?"
"Comrade Chernenko, forgive
me for asking the tough questions,
but that's the Soviet media's job.
Why do the people believe so
many Soviet politicians are phonies?"
"What is your name?"
"All right, if you won't answer
that one, how about doing your
imitation of Yuri Andropov?
"Comrades, this is Dan Ratevitch. Because of technical difficulties we seem to have lost Roger
Muddnikov. We'll return to him as
soon as possible - but then again,
who knows?"
Buchwald is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate.

Verdi and real Italian partiotism
by Garry Wills

As an honorary member of the Sons
of Italy, I hate to see that noble body
looking silly. But Congessman Mario
Biaggi of New York and some other
Sons have been treating the sacred
name of Verdi with disrespect.
The dispute is over a production of
Verdi's opera "Rigoletto." I saw that
production, done by Jonathan Miller,
when it opened last year in London. I
saw it with the sawiest Italian-American I know, and she found nothing
offensive in it. In fact, we both hoped
the production would come to America. I asked Miller if there was any
chance of that. He said no, there were
no plans, and no foreseeable money.
Opera is the most expensive of the
performing arts. It is conspicuous
consumption at its crassest. Comes
the revolution, there should be no
more opera - though no one seems to

have told that to the Russians or the
Chinese. Perhaps they just like it too
much, as I do.
Anyway, now the money has been
found to bring Miller's production to
five American cities. Congressman
Biaggi is angry at this. Miller's offense is that he transfers the locale of
the action to an Italian section of New
York where, in the story, there is
organized crime. But Verdi had earlier taken a French play and changed
its locale to Mantua, where there is
also organized crime, called the government. Who insulted Italians more,
Verdi or Miller?
Neither, of course. Verdi was an
Italian patriot, who resented crime
and corruption in his society precisely
because be was a patriot. He also
hated most priests, and wrote operas
in which they are villains. In fact, one
stylistic influence on "Rigoletto" itself is Donizetti's "Lucrezia Borgia,"
which tells the story of a wicked papal
court. Should my fellow Catholics try

to get Verdi "cleaned up" of his anticlericalism?
As Wilfrid Sheed has said, medieval
theologians knew everything about
God except whether he existed,
whereas Mafia students know nothing
about the organization except that it
exists - which means that authoritarians rush in to order us not to believe in
the Mafia, just as they had earlier
rushed in to order us to believe in God.
Ethnicism is not the issue. Organized crtane in America has been a
fair-employment-practices body; and
no matter where its practitioners
come from, they are more American
than blueberry pie by now - and that's
the point: We should resent them
because they are Americans, as Verdi
resented corruption around him because it was Italian.
know, the former Natalie Cavallo,
does not feel insulted by references to
organized crime because she is Ital-

ian. She feels angry at organized
crime because she is an American.
She does not buy J. Edgar Hoover's
old argument that crime is not organized here, which was an excuse tor
his failure to organize resistance to
crime.
If anything, Miller has trivialized
the corruption in "Rigoletto," not
exaggerated it. The Mantuan court
was all crime, from the duke down.
Miller's New York does not look that
bad. In fact, it looks suspiciously like
Leonard Bernstein's New York in
"West Side Story." I kept thinking
Rigoletto should call his daughter
Maria, not Gilda. Did Puerto Rican
groups protest at "West Side Story?"
Probably. We all, no matter what our
ethnic background, have some fools
among us. But Verdi was no fool; his
works should not be reduced to the
silly dimension given "Rigoletto" by
his well-meaning but foolish defend
Wills is a columnist for the Universal
Press Syndicate

Hart running hard in New York Marathon
supporters only, "We expect to do
—
- > verywell" in New York,
The Democratic presidential mar"mnt-mnnership seems to change
ahnait once
MM a
a noalr
Ko added.
aAAoA "Wa'll
athon turns to New York today, wift about
week,*" he
"WeTl
Sen. Gary Hart hoping his impressive wait and see."
sweep of Connecticut will give him the
But Connecticut's Democratic priedge be needs in next week's show- mary was his best election showing in
down with Walter Mondale.
two weeks - a romp that completed a
Hart was cautious about making too six-state sweep of New England and
much of his win Tuesday night, telling -f was the Uhd of convincing victory he
Deeded to tarnish Mondale's claim of
• comeback and to regain campaign
momentum for himself.
Mondale, campaigning in New York
state, said Hart had a "very good win
... and I commend him for it."
"We go now to New York for the
punished for another's crime, then next campaign," said the former vice
C'U understand the injustice women president, the one-time front-runner
with and protest. When everyone now squeezed for cash even before the
tells you that yes, you have the right midway point of a long march of
to walk alone, but your experience or primary and caucus contests.
Final returns in Connecticut gave
that of your closest friends tells you
that it's lethal to exercise it, men Hart 53 percent of the vote, compared
with 29 percent for Mondale and 12
you'll understand women's rage.
by DaWdEspo

When you realize that the only way
you can experience a rape and not be
held responsible for it is if you're
locked inside your home because public attitudes and officials win say that
you knew the risk and chose to ignore
it, or that you made yourself available, or that you were asking for it,
then you have grasped what women
so desperately want you to understand. The conditions women live with
are irrational, unfair, and objectionable, and will persist until all men and
women become aware of it.
Jeanne Henry
SHannaHall

percent for the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
Hart won 33 delegates to the Democratic National Convention, to Mondale's 18 and one for Jackson. There
are 252 delegates at stake in New
York, nearly five times as many as in
Connecticut.
Even so, Mondale continued to hold
a wide lead in delegates overall - 892
to 422 for Hart and 76 for Jackson. It
takes 1,987 to nominate.
In New York, a small sample poll of
likely primary voters taken by ABC
News and The Washington Post during three days ending Tuesday gave
Mondale 43 percent to 33 percent for
Hart Jackson trailed with 15 percent,
and nine percent were undecided.
There was a six percentage point
margin of error.
Jeff Alderman, ABC News polling
director, says the poll also shows that
blacks have a greater share of the
vote than they have had in the past.
"If that happens, it will reduce the

We invite you to write tetter* to lb* Nova addressing whatever
concerns you. We want to print your point of view. Letters should be
typewritten or at least legibly printed, and signed. Usalt yoar letter to 200
word*. Because all letter* must be verified, please include your address
and phone number where yon can be reached daring regular boatnee*
heor*.
We would also like to print guest columns The Issues may deal wish
campus Issues and can be national or International la •cope, but should
be made relative to the University community. Guest columns should not
exceed 500 words, and must be typewritten. Pleas* Include your hometown, class standing (freshman, sophomore, graduate student, etc.) aad
■aajafej,
Please send yoar letter* to:

BGNewi

share of the Jewish vote. Mondale's
fortunes then will depend a great deal
on bow big the black turnout is, and
the percentage of that vote that goes
to Jackson," Alderman said.
Hart had lost to Mondale in the last
two primary elections and had fared
poorly in recent weeks in several
caucus states.
But in Connecticut, the Colorado
senator defeated Mondale decisively
in each of the state's six congressional
districts.
Connecticut has a large population
of young urban professionals, the
group that pollsters and pundits have
come to call "Yuppies," and who
have flocked to Han's side in other
states.
But Hart scored well among all
demographic groups, according to
network polling place interviews.
ABC said Hart held a 2-1 advantage
among Roman Catholic voters, who
made up more than half the turnout.
Hart won more narrowly over Mondale among Jewish voters - a group
both have been courting in New York,
where they make up more than onethird of the primary vote.
Hart won among union voters despite the AFLrCKVs official endorsement for Mondale.
Mondale devoted little time and
resources to Connecticut. After
spendii
ding money heavily for more
thani a year in an unsuccessful bid to
rout bis competition, he now must
spend carefully because of federal
spending limits.
Espo is a political writer for The
Associated Press
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Rescheduled (JSG elections today
With Undergraduate Student
Government re-elections today,
candidates vying for USG positions had one last chance yesterday to present their campaign
platforms before an open forum at
the Commuter Center.
Present at the open forum,
I by the Commuter Offpus Organization, were presidential candidates Pete Banner,
Bob Wade and his running mate
Cindy Smith, at-large representatives Wendy Barnhart, Brad
Krider, Rosemarie Rupert, and
Steve Hanna. .
An earlier forum at 11:30 a.m.
was canceled due to a lack of
attendance.
The two polling places designated for today's election are the
Union Foyer from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Jerome Library from 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
Wade, a sophomore business
administration/political science
major, said he and his running
male have outlined four goals
which they hope to accomplish if
elected.
Wade said they hope to be accessible to students by advertis-

ing their meetings so all
interested parties may attend.
This pair also intends to increase
the amount of communication
with the administration.
Finally, Wade and Smith plan to
increase the unity between all
students on campus, but Wade
said before they can do that, they
must achieve unitv within USG.
PETE BAHNER, the other
presidential candidate present,
sees the role of president and vice
president as the two key liaisons
between the students and the administration.
Banner, if elected, plans to comBlete the student body constituon, deal openly with city officials
and enact the block watch community action program.
The at-large representatives
£ resent stressed the need for USG
i be more visable to students.
Barnhart, freshman management information systems major,
a lil' sis for Sigma Phi Epsilon, and secretary of MacDonald
Quad Coucil, said she believes
USG must be involved in the entire campus and "listen to the
voice of students and fulfill these
needs."

Brad Krider, sophomore administrative management major,
said be hopes to become a good
communication link between the
students and USG. He said he
wants to make students comfortable with confronting any USG
member or their at-large representative with problems they
may have.
Rosemary Rupert, junior political science major, is a lil 'sis for
Kappa Sigma fraternity as well as
a member of the legal fraternity,
Phi Alpha Delta. She said students must have a general awareness of campus issues and she
plans to make student government more visable to the college
community.
Steve Hanna, junior finance
major has had experience as recording secretary and scholarship
chair of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
and serves as a member of the
finance club. Hanna described
himself as an aggressive and effective communicator.
All the candidates, in their closS remarks, urged students to
out and exercise their right to
vote today.

EXTRA!EXTRA!EXTRA!
BEER
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Priority schedules avoid hassles
Tom Re«d
start repoftef

Standing in long lines waiting to
resolve a schedule conflict can be a
frustrating experience. Most students mail their schedules hoping to
avoid this inconvience, but some
never worry, knowing they have top
"priority."
Each semester nearly 1700 University students qualify for priority
scheduling, a system that almost
guarantees admission into classes
they desire, according to Director of
Registation Judi Roller.
Roller said eligible students must
belong to one of nine groups selected
by a 1971 student panel, but the final
decision belongs to the University
president. Roller added that groups
which received recommendation
were said to have had obstacles
which necessitated priority scheduling.
Groups that receive the privilege

include: commuter students, athletes, honor students, nursing majors, residence hall advisors,
handicapped students, national exchange students, Factline workers
and the students working at the
News.
Communter students receive
scheduling privileges so they can
block their classes in order to reduce
back and forth road travel, according to Hazel Smith, commuter services director. While commuters are
the largest group, Smith said that
few abuse the privlege, but many
residents have claimed to be commuters in attempt to gain priority
scheduling.
"MY KIDS are good about it, if
they really don't need it they won't
take it," Smith said. "But, I have
had many dorm students try to bluff
me into thinking they're commuters."
Roller said athletes, another large

group, were the panel's first choice
because athletes nave to work their
academic schedule around their athletic requirements.
Paul Haas, director of honors program, said students enrolled in the
honors program receive priority
scheduling because of infrequent
class offerings and course difficulty.
"Honors classes are beneficial,
but because there are not many
classes, they are only offered at
specific times," Hass said. "And
since the students are taking more
difficult classes they should be allowed the opportunity to schedule
first."
Roller said many think the priority
scheduling privlege means students
can take any class they want, but
that is not the case.
"Just because a person has priority scheduling doesn't mean a senior
can take a freshmen class, however
some people think that," she said.

Please support the
* AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

SHROUD OF TURIN:
A SCIENTIFIC APPRAISAL
BY

DR. RON JENKINS
AN EXPERT IN X-RAY ANALYSIS WHO HAS
EXAMINED THE EVIDENCE.

NOW AT

SATURDAY MARCH 30

POPULAR PRICES!

2:00 PM

GISH THEATRE

PREMIUM BEER

UndergraduateStudent Government

CHINA?
Yes! Wiih Professional
colleagues, not a herd of
I (jurists. Our 7" lour.
Only '3295 from CA,
22 days in China.
Xian, Guilin & 9 olher
cities.
Optional extension',.
Education & Schools
I'M "Uli leachm
andsiudtna

June 24-July IS
(Chinese schools close
in Mid-July)
Limited Space! Write or
call today:
Prof total Hthcr, MET IK.
1401 Monoo Aw. Km 190

Sponsored by Graduate Student Senate and Nazarene Church

As* Arbor, Ml 4*104

(3U) MMK7

FREE & OPEN TO ALLl

RE-ELECTION

1984-85 ELECTIONS
PRESIDENTIAL AND VICE PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES
PETE BAHNER AND KAREN CHRIST

JOE GIERLACH AND LEIGH HOLLINGSWORTH

BOB WADE AND CINDY SMITH

AT-LARGE REPRESENTATIVE CANDIDATES
WENDY BARNHART
WILLIAM BURTCH
R.J. CHAVEZ
DANIAL M. DEANGELIS
RAY FASSE II

REG GOOLSBY
STEVE R. HANNA
TODD D. HAWLEY
TIMOTHY KIME
BRAD KRIDER

JAMES BRADFORD LONG
MICHAEL McGREEVEY
CATHY ROBERTSON
ROSEMARY E. RUPERT
ANTHONY TREGLIA
CHUCK VAN NESS

* NOTE CANDIDATES LISTED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

THURSDAY MARCH 29,1984
UNION FOYER 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
JEROME LIBRARY 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

campus/local
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BQ professor teaches
using an unusual style
socks is som Jiing Piper loves to
do. He said he dresses this way to
keep students interested in the
Students seated in a circle con- class.
tinue clapping bands in unison
"I want students to think 'this is
chanting, "Debbie-jumprope,"
clap, dap, "Tom-Miami, clap, not going to be drab, dull routine
clap, "Brian-dirt," dap, clap. like some of my other classes. If
Walking in on a game of Thumper Piper is crazy enough to wear wild
may seem unusual in a college clothes and jump on desks, I can be
classroom but is normal for Dr. unique also ana express my opinJohn Piper's health education ions,' " he said.
Piper didn't always use the huclasses at the University.
Piper, an associate professor of manistic approach to teaching.
He said he taught traditional
health education who teaches human sexuality and other courses, lecture style classes before he went
Cradices the humanistic approach to a transactional analysis
i teaching, which be defines as workshop and had a religious refocusing on the human being first awakening in 1972-73.
His renewed interest in religion
and then the subject matter. He
said this creates a positive learning and the beliefs he gained through
the workshop allowed him to see
environment for students.
The Thumper game links first other people in a new way as he
names to favorite childhood activ- became more aware of their needs.
ities and encourages interaction
Piper said be feels he is more
between class members, Piper open in his listening ability and
said. He said he believes a better more willing to let students confide
learning atmosphere is possible in him than before the switch in
once everyone knows each other's teaching approachs.
names and feels comfortable with
"I'm willing to let them confide,
one another.
to let them know I'm human ana
Some students tell Piper they have weaknesses," he said.
prefer to read the textbook and "There's a real need for professors
learn on their own instead of com- of all subjects to be human theming to class. But Piper takes atten- selves and let students know they
dance daily ana PTpinin* to have the same needs."
students that their comments in
In his classes he stresses values
class may help others continue clarification. He said he hopes stutheir personal growth.
dents gain lasting knowledge from
WEARING BRIGHT SHIRTS his classes and do not learn facts
and plaid pants with bright colored only for an exam.

Mortar Board honors
University scholars

by Deborah Schmook
assistant managing editor

t

John Piper
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April 2-6, 1984, marks mass
communication week, a fiveday series of lectures given
by professional newspaper
reporters and editors, photographers, magazine editors,
public relations practioners
and broadcasters. The week
is designed to expose students to the ideas and experiences of some of the top
communicators professionals
in the business.

ADNI 2-6.1984

Show Off Your Tan
Friday nite between 9:00 p.m. and 1:00 a.m.
in the Grand Ballroom

Sponsored by Delta Tau Delta
in Conjunction with the Miller Brewing Co.
All proceeds go to the Arthritis Foundation

"The Hottest Party of the Year"
Featuring Rosie and Aaron's
"Jumpin Jive Band"
19 & over please

FREE ADMISSION

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSEY DRUGS)
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.)
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND
SAFETY!
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTE WALK FROM ADM.
BUILDING. MOST CLASSROOMS AND OVER 20 RETAIL
SHOPS.
WE FEA TURE 2 BEDROOM FULL Y FURNISHED
APARTMENTS WITH:

CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL - CABLE T. V LAUNDRY- SPACIOUS CLOSETS - AIR
CONDITIONING - PARKING A T YOUR FRONTDOOR
- FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT &
MAINTENANCE
SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS WITH
DOUBLE LOCKS -1 1/2 BA THS

-FLEXIBLE PA YMENT TERMSCAMPUS MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL.
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL #B-I5. TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT.,
FOR FALL '•$ OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY. MON.-SAT. - ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR
FOR '143.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment)

ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED
EXCEPT LIGHTS.

alumni and the scholarship ball. This
year will mark the second year for the
scholarship ball in which faculty and
The term "resume builder," is students are invited on a donation
frequently used to describe the mem- basis.
.
bers of many campus honoraries, but
"We ask for contributions in an
not for those in the Senior National
attempt to raise enough money for an
Honor Society, Mortar Board.
endowment fund to provide a student
"We aren't just in this to get a scholarship every year," Grinstead
certificate or a pat on the back," said.
Diane Grinstead. Mortar Board presiThe 30 new Mortar Board members
dent said. "We do things for Bowling
Green students and are actively in- were tapped March 28.
"We Informed them of their selecvolved with the campus and the comtion by greeting them in caps and
munity."
gowns at their door at 6 a.m.. LineAccording to vice-president Anne back said.
Uneback, '4fs the willingness of the
selected individual to make a commitAccording to Grinstead, the selecment to continue to serve that sepa- tion process took place the previous
rates an honorary from an honor weekend and lasted about 16 hours.
society like Mortar Board."
Approximately 400 applications were
Bowling Green's chapter is one of received, reviewed and selected
more than 185 chapters in the nation based on three areas.
and has been active on this campus
since 1969.
"Everyone excels in leadership,
scholarship and University and comMortar Board sponsors a yearly munity service. This is a well-rounded
cake delivery service to off-campus and outgoing group that wants to
and greek students. The funds raised work together. Mortar Board is a
from this event are used for the an- continuation of all the other activites
nual Homecoming' breakfast for one is involved with," Lineback said.
by Amy Miller
reporter

Monday, April 2,1984 - Newspaper Day
Tuesday, April 3,1984 - Public Relations Day
Wednesday, April 4,1984 - Magazine and

Photography Day
Thursday, April 5,1984 - Broadcasting Day

vsst+2
American Heart
Association
«

NOW CA1UT QUITS.

• BASH RIPROCKS'BASH WPROCK'3»BASH WPBOCK'8'

BASH
RIPROCK'S
128 W. WOOSTES
354-3939
Delivery Hours:-5:PM-Close Dally
Hours: Sunday: Noon-11:00 PM
Mon.-Wed.:t1:AM-11:PM
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.:11 :AM-11 :PM

SUBSATION
50 OFF

Friday, April 6,1984 - The Job Hunt
Community Suite - 3rd Floor Union
Sponsored by: The School of Journalism and
the Radio-Television-Film Program.

Have you tried us yet?
^J\aufman 5 at the cJLoaae
across from the football stadium

354-2535
Featuring:
Mon,Tues,Thur: Late Might Supper Specials
$1.00 off all complete dinners when ordering
between 7:30 & 9:30 p.m.
Wed: DINNER SPECIAL: BBQ Texas Short Ribs
All you Can Eat $4.95
Fri & Sat: Deluxe buffets with roast pork,
chicken, lasagna, ham, salad & dessert bar plus
much, much more! 5:00-9:00 p.m.
prices start at $7.95
Slin: Super Sunday Brunch, home-made pastries,
and rolls, fruit, omlettes, sausage,
hashbrowns, blintz.
And in the Pointe After Lounge
Mondays: M & M Nite: Manhattans, Margaritas,
Martinis, etc...all at special prices!!
Ladies Nite: Saturday 2 for 1
Dollar Daze: Tues., Thurs., & Sunday
• • •Alto check and tee what your Stadium View Ticket Stub Is worth!)

ANY BASH RIPROCK'S
SUB SANDWICH
GOOD MARCH 29,30.31
THURS • FRI • SAT
• BASH WPHOCKS^BASH RIPfWCK'S'BAaM WnOCK'S'

LARGE ITEM
PIZZA
ONLY $4.75

m
CO
I

CM

m
CO

Exp.4/15/84

MEDIUM ITEM
PIZZA
ONLY $4.00

m
m
co
CSI

m
co

Exp.4/15/84
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Jenson contributions honored
From 1965 until 1971,
Theodore Jenson was developing the programs, departments and faculty
positions that are a part of
the College of Education
today. His contributions to
the University will be recognized when Room 115, the
large lecture hall on the
first floor of the Education
Building, is dedicated in
his honor.
According to Marilyn
Braatz, publication specialist for the College of

Education, a nameplate
was attached above the
lecture hall's door during
the fall semester, A bronze
picture plaque will be installed inside and the formal dedication will take
place some time in the
near future, she said.
Jenson was responsible
for the College Student
Personnel and doctorate in
Educational Administration programs, and during
his administration, the Anderson Center for Personal
Development was endowed. The Department of

rdatelineThursday, March 29
Daffodil Sale - The Public Relations Student Society of America is
sponsoring a daffodil sale
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the
first floorof the Union.

"Dr. Jenson added his
expertise and credibility to
the projects he undertook
by starting programs that
were critically needed," he
said. "This dedication is a
well deserved honor for
him - I am very pleased
David Elsass, a trustee that he will be recognized
professor in education, for his service as Dean to
said Jenson set the College the College of Education."
of Education on the right
track and commanded perDuring his time at the
sonal and professional re- University, Jenson also
spect from both students served as consultant to the
and professors because he West German Government
was always interested in under the U.S. State Depeople and their ideas.
partment.
Industrial Education was
also implemented, and he
reevaluated and redirected the mission of the
college, giving it the professional image that it now
upholds.

440 E. Court
352-1596

a meeting at 5:30 p.m. in
the Taft Room of the
Union. Open to all.
Bible Study - "The Passion of Christ will be discussed at 8:30 p.m. in the
United Christian
Fellowship Center, 313
Thurstin. Open to all.

i

ON OVER 300 HEMS!
INCLUDING

• T-SHIRTS -SWEATSHIRTS -SHORTS

JERSEYS

I select items only i

* NCAA HOCKEY SHIRTS
WILL BE IN BY THE END OF
THE WEEK!
M«-Friw:»

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
1424 E. Wooster

s»«M

Your Only Sure Bet

FRIDAY

Free Cup of Soup
with any salad
TUESDAY 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Inside only

ROAST BEEF
PLATTER

H

FREE QUART
OF COKE

s3>25

rr^~~E~inMzzAT[
352-77341

$5.00

1

with 2 Liter pop

I

L2- 12" Cheese Pizzas
U" pino with 2 liter pop

^^^

Pizza & Salad
Smorgasbord
$350
At
From 11 -2
Inside only

You Can
EAT

with any large pizza

IFREE DELIVERY

The 1984 KEY...

945 S. Main
352-7571

11 - til gone

^^^

Income Tax Assistance Aid in completing tax
forms will be offered at
7:30 p.m. in 101 Business
Administration Building.
Open to all.
Dateline, a daily service
of the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.

PdQBarsS0UTH

FRIDAY

m

50% OFF

•In yesterday's BG News ad, The incorrect telephone number was inadvertently run. The correct number is 353-2252
Political Science Lecture
- Terry DeRammelaere
will discuss "Career Options for the Political Science Major" at 7:30 p.m. in
200 University Hall. Free
and ooen to all.
International Relations
Association - There will be

EAST

I

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE

Attention All Political Science Majors & Minors
PI SIGMA ALPHA

announces

TERRY DeRAMMELAERE
candidate for Sandusky County Commissioner
& former BGSU Graduate speaking on:

"CAREER OPTIONS FOR THE
POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR"
7:30 p.m. tonight in 200 Universily Hall

FINAL CLEARANCE

HART FOR PRESIDENT
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Wednesday Aprif4"

7:30 p.m.
205 Education Bldg.
OPEN TO ALL

on

Winter Merchandise

40%-70% OFF
CORD BAGGIES

CORD ST LEGS

1/2 Off
Reg. 29.95
Now 14.82

Reg. 27.00
Now - 13.50

Spring & WInttr

SWEATERS
BLOUSES
40%-50% OFF ALL'6"&'7«

Order your 1984 Yearbook
and receive a FREE raffle ticket
for a chance to win:

JEANS 'N THINGS
for Guys 'n Gals
531 Ridge
Open Mon-Thurs 10-8
FrtiSrt 10-5:30
Sun 125

Paid Political Advertisement
Gary Hart for President Campaign Committee

lSt Prize: 13 inch Color Television Donated by K-Mart, 1111S. Mam
2"d PrizeiSlOO OltCaiiHfcfain Finder's Records, 128 N. Main

VISION!
SEE THE GREAT PUT—OKI. OVER
1.000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL

SINGH

#M

VISION

(A)

■J FOCAL
LENS

LENS and

and

KAMI

FRAME

$49

• G«t th« mot? car«ful and prof»t»ional fitting,
and Mrvic.
• From** and l.n*.s from tha f in«»t available tourcM
• Unlimited selection of frome ttyle* at the Mm* prkeover 1000 to choose from
• Exam priced separately
Eyes examined by Dr. Kenneth G. Baker. O.O.
Standard clear glass • 400 to 200 Cyl
All MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TWO 3"1 Prizes^ Two $25 Gift Certificates at Trade Winds, 104 S. Main

APARTMENTS

Drawing: Friday, April 27, 5 p.m.
(Winners will be notified) .

THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN!
CLOSE TO REC.CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES. INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST
FOODS AND ICE ARENA.

ORDER NOW at the

KEY Office
•Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included.
Tenant pays electric only.
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished.
ast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenance.
•In-house laundry centers.
•Plenty of storage area.
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall.
W+O+04****^

BG News Office

310 Student Services
106 University Hall
11:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. -OR •
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday
Monday - Friday
or from any KEY Staff member

Receive your FREE raffle
ticket for a chance to win!
- ORDER NOW - PAY LATER -
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SMOOTH
SAILING
in

tke

EAJMTftAS

Students wait patiently with the luggage before boarding the sail boats.

P

JlCTCIRF. in your mind an uninhabited tropical island somewhere in the
Bahamas. Now add pure white sandy beaches and crystal clear ocean
water, along with coconut trees swaying in the warm evening breeze.
Sounds like the stuff day dreams are made of right? Wrong. It was all part of the University
Sailing Club's 1984 spring break trip to the Caribbean.
Each year the Sailing Club organizes a trip south in order to sharpen their sailing skills on the
waters of the Atlantic Ocean. This year three tiny islands in the Grand Bahamas served as the
team's practice and recreation site.
According to Marianne Terrel, the vice commodore of the Sailing Club, the trip is, "a way of
bringing a bunch of sailing enthusiasts down to an exotic and tropical area where we can practice
for the upcoming sailing season." She added, "and of course It's a great opportunity to have a
lot of fun In the sunshine and beautiful waters of the Bahamas."
The trip also is a way of getting some exposure for the University club. Terrel said, "It
offers non-members of the Club a way of getting their feet wet In the world of sailing
and also a chance to meet some of the officers and members of the existing club."
"Besides, the club does make a bit of a profit on the trip with non-members and since we are
in the process of buying a new boat for our University competitions, the monetary gain Is also
there."
Although the Bahama Islands are only a mere 50 miles from the Florida coastline, a lot of
planning and research go into taking 23 students and three sailing yachts across the Gulf Stream
and into the Caribbean.
Carolyn Muller, a graduate student In the computer science program at the University, and past
Sailing Club member, handled many of the pre-trip details. 'The present officers in the club
have never put together a trip like this before, so naturally I offered to help them out since I
had done It when I was a club member a few years ago." Muller said. She remembers the first
trip her club attempted. "It was awful! The boats were dirty, they were falling apart, and we
ended up spending a good half of our vacation sewing the sails back together."
"But now we are hookedup with a good charter company, Land Fall, which operates out of Ft.
Lauderdale. Florida, and they are 100 percent better at organizing and keeping promises as far
as trips are concerned.", Muller added.
The present charter company which runs the boat trip takes care of everything down to
organizing the day-today meals and stocking the boats with proper food and beverages. They
are able to handle almost any size group and and can provide them with clean, safe, new sailing
yachts. They will also map out a sailing tour to either the Florida Keys, Freeport, Bahamas, or a
short stop at a few different islands in the Bahamas, which is what the Sailing Club
contracted for.
According to Muller, the club decided on the island-hopping excursion because, "it seemed a
little more exotic than the Florida Keys, and although everyone expressed interest In the Freeport
trip, we heard some rumors of social problems on the Island right now, so we didn't want to take
a chance with the boats and the Inexperienced sailors that were joining us for the trip."
Although most of the members on the trip were sailors from the Sailing Club, some were
University students who had never been on a boat before. Val Sedlvy, a sophomore marketing
major, remembers being a little nervous before the trip actually began.
"I thought everyone going would know exactly what they were doing on the boats. I thought I
would be falling around ripping down sails and ruining everything, besides falling over the side
into the ocean." But Sedivy added, "I was surprised to find everyone was really nice and went out
of their way to make me feel comfortable and wanted, the trip was much better than If I had
just taken the conventional trip to Daytona."
The University Sailing Club admits that there were a few problems with the way the trip turned
out, but according to Pam Moes, commodore of the Sailing Club, "the problems we had we .
minor monetary ones, things we Just didn't expect to have to pay for, but after a few meetings
we should have these all ironed out." She also added, "there are definite plans for a trip next
year, and by then everything should be smooth sailing."

Story and Photos
by Patrick Sandor

***fjp■#

Dan Van Wagnen enjoy* an
early morning shave off the
back of the boat as two of his
' sail-mates test the waters.

Dave Kubera tries, (unsuccessfully), to raise a wind surfer In
the water. (Far right). Out on
the Atlantic Ocean for an afternoon sail in the brilliant sunshine.

*"■
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Child pornographers operating nursery school arrested
by strangers, court documents revealed Tuesday.
"It appears that the primary purpose of the McMartin Preschool was to
solicit young children for
Krnographic purposes,"
:puty District Attorney
Eleanor Barrett of the

LOS ANGELES (AP) Children who attended the
Virginia McMartin Preschool told authorities they
were forced to play such
fames as "Naked Movie
Star," in which they were
photographed nude while
being raped and touched

Child Abuse Unit said in a
legal motion filed in Los
Angeles Superior Court.
Barrett said she interviewed 31 of the school
children and all told her
about the games, one of
which was called "Naked

Movie Stars."
The games "entailed the
children removing their
clothes and being photographed by one or more of
the teachers present,"
Barrett alleged in the documents. "Raymond
Buckey is identified by al-

GM head urges minority business aid
billion. It has about 16,000
suppliers.
In 1964, GM intends to
increase its purchases
from minority-owned
firms to at least $400 million, McDonald said. The
automaker's 1983 purchases from minority
firms included a range of
goods and services from
warehouse steel to engineering services, McDonald said.
He was elected in October as chairman of the
National Minority Supplier
Development Council, a
New York-based organization that aids minorityowned businesses and minority professionals in se-

CINCINNATI (AP) -The
president of General Motors Corp. said yesterday
that, as board chairman of
a national council that aids
minority-owned firms, he
will urge U.S. companies
to Increase their dealings
with minority-led busiF. James McDonald,
GM's president and chief
operating officer, said the
Detroit-based automaker
last year purchased $390
million worth of goods and
services from minorityowned firms. GM says its
total purchases of outside
goods and services in 1983
was approximately $37.25

curing business with
corporate buyers. McDonald said he intends for the
council to serve as
spokesperson for its 2,800
members nationwide.
"ADVOCACY MEANS
that we explain to companies, which are almost always looking for suppliers,
what our goals and intents
are," he told the council's
spring conference meeting
at a Cincinnati hotel.
McDonald said the message for those companies
will be "that there is not a
risk, that there will be no
sacrifice in price, quality
or reliability of supplies.
"One of my goals as
chairman is to build a

strong membership base
... and bring in new corporate customers," McDonald told a luncheon
audience. "We in the auto
industry recognize our responsibilities to minority
businesses."
Also attending the meetS: were the chief execves of three major
Cincinnati-based companies - Lyle Everingham of
the Kroger Co., a grocery
retailer; James Geier of
Cincinnati Milacron Inc., a
manufacturer of machine
tools and industrial robots,
and Owen Butler of
Procter & Gamble Co., a
major producer of food and
personal care products.
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5.25 Haircuts
at
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Mini Mall Beauty
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190 S. Main St., BG

Spring Rush

Thursday, March 29

In the Mini Mall

Tuesday, April 3

Child death not cult-inspired
MANSFIELD, Ohio any satanic ritual slay(AP)-A priest said yester- ing."
day family members may
The priest said he behave "thought they were
commissioned by God" lieved family members
when they conducted a "thought they were comfive-hour healing ritual missioned by God to
that officials say resulted cleanse this child of all
sin."
in a toddler's death.
The grandmother, BeuThe Rev. Keith McCormack of St. Peter's Catho- lah Albanese, 48, pleaded
lic Church, asked by innocent Tuesday to a
Richland County authori- charge of murder. Two of
ties to examine the house her six daughters, LeAnn
where Jeanette Gurik was Gurik, 25, mother of the
killed one day before her dead girl, and Jo Freda
third birthday, said he Smith, 23, pleaded innofound no evidence of sata- cent to charges of aiding
nism or witchcraft. The and abetting the murder.
Albanese, divorced since
child's grandmother,
mother ana aunt have been 1978, is being held in the
Richland County Jail on
charged in the death.
$100,000 bond. Gurik and
Smith
are being held on
"I just found absolutely
no evidence that there was bonds of $25,000 each.
any kind of satanism in- Prosecutor John Allen has
volved. I think we Just said he will present the
have an overly acti- case against the women to
ve. .. religious imagina- a grand jury.
SHERIFF RICHARD
tion," he said. "It was not

Enjoy a Pisanello's Pizza and find out
why our house is one of the best on
campus.

Thursday, April 5

5:30

325 E. Wooster
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(Across from Taco Belt)
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PETTY and other detec- or smothering.
Petty said family memtives said Albanese, who
told authorities the child bers continued chanting;
was ill, began trying to and pouring water on each
"cleanse" Jeanette at other until Smith's husabout 1 p.m. last Thurs- band, Michael, came to the
day. He said Gurik and house at about 6 p.m. FriSmith Joined in the ritual day.
when they arrived about
Allen said family memthree hours later.
bers were in a "frenzy"
The women also were when law officers arrived.
"There was, as has been
aided by Albanese's two
youngest daughters and described, a state of frenzy
Gurik's son and daughter, within that household," Alaged 4 to 13. The children len said.
have been placed in foster
Detectives said Albanese
homes and have not been
had such a strong, mental
charged.
hold on those participating
"The child survived until in the ritual that none left
around 6 or thereafter -af- to seek help during the 20ter five hours of torture," hour period after Jeanette
died.
Petty said.
He said family members
Petty said the three
forced water down the
child's throat, and women chanted and
squeezed and shook her. pounded on objects in the
Coroner William Jeffrey jail until Monday morning,
said the child died of as- when detectives spoke with
phyxiation from drowning them.

WBTH DCFECTS FOUNDATION!

25 Copies from one original
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters
• 25 Envelopes
Including all our specialty papers
Good with this coupon only

Pizza Night

Buff Apartments
Now renting for 1984-85
2 bdrm. furnished Apts.
HeaiSewage^ater & Cable paid
for by owner
'560.00 per semester per person
with 4 people
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$2 OFF

More people
have survived
cancer than
now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.
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granddaughter, grandson,
and three former teachers
at the school were arrested
March 22 after being indicted on a total of 115
counts of felony child molestation involving an estimated 100 students during
the past 10 years.

Support

SPECIAL OFFER
$4.00 plus tax
Complete Resume Package

7:30-9:00

Buckey, her 25-year-old
grandson, was arrested for
investigation of child

abuse last September, but
was freed because of a lack
of evidence.
The allegations revealed
Tuesday came in the district attorney's response to
defense motions to reduce
the defendants' bail.
McMartin, her daughter,

Priest, police still investigating

Chicken Barbecue
Enjoy a chicken barbecue on our
sundeck.

year-old Manhattan Beach
school, founded and run by
Virginia McMartin, a 76year-old wheelchair-bound
grandmother.

(3T>MC
March of Dimes

352-7658

5:30-7:30

most all of the children as
taking the majority of the
photographs."
It was the first public
acknowledgement by authorities that pornography
was at the center of their
investigation into alleged
sexual abuse at the 28-

I

High fashion hairstyles
at old fashioned prices
m. from System Seven!

AMERICAN
4> CANCER
TSOCMTV'

Here are 5 different halrstyling specials
I — from the friendly System Seven staff on
JB.G.'s North Main St ~ for that NEW Spring!
look you want... at a saving!

I Clip & save this ad for when you're ready. '
I Then call us for an appointment... or just
I come on In at your convenience.
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But don't wait too long!
expire on May 26th!
SAVE
SAVE
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SAVE

$ 1
$ 3
$ 7
$ 7
$12

This coupon will
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advertising safes
Apply for one of the best
student jobs on campus:
X*

Basic 1-Step Adult Cut ONLY $ 8)
Fullsrvc Adult Cut ONLY $11-$13
Fashion Perm & Cut •
ONLY $33
Full Frosting & Cut
ONLY $33
Carefree Curl w/ Cut
ONLY $53

Appointments NEVER needed, but available.

,
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Six display sales positions will be opening for
the 1984-85 school year - 5 Bowling Green
representatives and 1 Toledo representative.
Open to all majors. Must have car.
Applications and job descriptions available: 106 University Hall.
Deadline: Friday, April 6, 4 p.m.
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Toledo complex receives downpayment
TOLEDO (AP) - Gov. Richard
Celeste told city and county officials
yesterday that "the check is in the
mail" for the state's first down payment on a downtown convention-convocation center and hotel complex.
Planning funds of $71,225 win precede a $10 million capital improvements grant to the University
of Toledo.
The university has combined ef-

forts with the city and Lucas County
for the 10-acre complex, consisting
of the convention center, a convocation and meeting center, Radisson
Hotel and parking facilities.
The grant for the convocation center was included in the university's
1981 capital improvements award,
but the money was held up because
of the state's financial problems.

Warren Buckey, chair of the university board of trustees, said he
never doubted the money would be
freed, but he was glad to get the
official word.
"We anticipated this happening.
The important thine is that he said
we're going to get the $10 million,"
Buckey said.
Celeste said the $10 million will be
available when plans for the center

are completed "very, very soon."
voiced his commitment to the proBill Shkurti, assistant director of ject. He is convinced that it is worththe state Office of Budget and Man- while."
agement, said a two-step process is
necessary before the money is reIn making his announcement, Celeased.
leste said the estimated 800 perma"First, the plans must be finished, nent jobs to be created at the
and then the university has to go out complex were crucial in gaining the
and get bids for construction," he state's interest. A loan of $2.5 million
said. "The significant thing that from state liquor profits has been
happened today is that the governor promised for the hotel developers.

From page one.
Democrats debate before NY primary Elections
nedy, D-Mass.,
CONGRESS HAS already apNEW YORK (AP) - The Middle
East and Central America were the
dominant issues yesterday as the
three Democratic presidential candidates prepared tor a nationally
televised debate six days before New
York voters determine the biggest
prize so far in the topsy-turvy race.
Walter Mondale, Gary Hart and
the Rev. Jesse JackSbn were meeting in a debate sponsored by CBS
and moderated by Dan Rather.
Hart called his landslide victory in
Tuesday's Connecticut primary a
signal that "voters reject a foreign
policy of continued military presence in Central America with the

possibility of the loss of American "it is time to close this plant down."
Hart won 33 delegates in Connectilives."
Mondale made very little effort in cut to 18 for Mondale and one foi
Connecticut and is concentrating on Jackson.
New York, where 2S2 convention
Hours before the debate, Hart had
delegates are at stake. The former a private meeting with French Presvice president has been attacking ident Francois Mitterrand. The sesHart as inconsistent in his positions sion was requested by Mitterrand.
In a speech to a Wall Street audion Israel, Lebanon and on arms
ence. Hart denounced the Reagan
control.
Jackson joined anti-nuclear pro- administration as "one of the worst
testers in Harrisburg, Pa., to mark in this nation's history in terms of
the fifth anniversary of the accident presidential leadership demanding
at the Three Mile Island nuclear those who serve in high public office
to meet the highest standards of
plant.
He called nuclear power "a threat ethics and commitment to public
to the human race" and added that stewardship.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
I not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

$
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proved $64.8 million in military
aid for the Central American nation in this fiscal year, but ordered that $20 million of it could
not be spent until there is a trial
and verdict in the case of four
American churchwomen murdered in El Salvador in December, 1980.
Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii,
sponsor of the compromise measure, told reporters, "It's going to
pass." Inouye is chair of a Democratic task force on Central America and senior Democrat on the
appropriations subcommittee
that handles foreign spending.
Inouye said Sen. Edward Ken-

indicated in a
meeting of the task force that he
plans to offer an amendment to
provide only enough money to last
through May, withholding further
installments until after the runoff
when the makeup of the new government is known.
Meanwhile, Rep. Clarence
Long, D-Md., chair of the House
Appropriations subcommittee on
foreign operations, said, "I am
concerned that we need them (the
Salvadoran regime) more than
they need us, and we are going to
continue to give them arms no
matter how atrocious their behavior is."
Long spoke at a subcommittee

"What we're talking about here is
an anchor for the economic health of
Toledo and for the character, enthusiasm and excitement for the next
generation," Celeste said.
The Lucas County Convention and
Visitors Bureau Inc. is close to signing deals for the last eight parcels of
land needed for the project, Chair
Francis Szolossi said.

hearing at which Aryeh Neier,
chair of the Americas Watch
Committee, testified, "In recent
months, the U.S. Embassy in San
Salvador, with the intermittent
support of the Reagan administration, has conducted a campaign against killings and
disappearances of civilian noncombatants" by death squads.
"This campaign has had an
impact, reducing the number to
about a dozen each week," Neier
said. Nevertheless, he said, the
human rights group opposes all
military aid to El Salvador because of consistent "violations of
internationally recognized human
rights."

sports
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Pessimism abounds in legions of the GSFL
Utilizing the aid of a hefty
.television contract from ABC Sports,
the United States Football League is
a third of the way through its
sophomore season, but in this corner
at least, the bugs are beginning to
come out of the woodwork in a
Be view of the upstart
Jthough Michigan's Bobby
Hebert threw for a USFL-record 444
yards in leading the Panthers to a 5234 barrage of Houston last week in a
contest that would have attracted
the attentions of the orneriest and
most devout NFL fans, question
marks still surround the drawing
card of spring football.
STILL SHAKING off the effects of
the first-year jitters and 11
defensemen keying on him every
play, Herscnel Walker has yet to set
the world on fire with his play.
Although he led the league in rushing
last year, Walker seems to lack the
media hype attributed to the NFL's

Tony Dorsett and John Riggins. He
tries to do his job, but the attention is
beginning to dwindle.
Heisman Trophy winner Mike
Racier has been a bust, and the jury
is still out on Marcus Dupree.
Houston quarterback Jim Kelly,
Philadelphia halfback Kelvin Bryant
and Hebert have carried on their
college fame, but not enough to
make up for the other fallen stars.
And the claim jumpers from the
NFL have been mediocre, New
Jersey's Brian Sipe, the most
heralded of the lot, threw three
interceptions, including one for a
touchdown in a forgettable return
from knee surgery.
THE FAILURES add to loss of
fans, equalling a drop in attendance
figures. The league has its
strongholds in New Jersey, Denver
and Michigan. Jacksonville has gone
bull-wild attracting more than 70,000
fans to its contests.
But the numbers don't balance in

Washington, San Antonio,
Oklahoma, Los Angeles and Chicago
where the numbers barely rise into
the five-figure columns.
Chicago's Blitz may have been
taken over by the league after a vote
by league owners yesterday. Not
making it as the transplanted
Arizona Wranglers, a recent crowd
of 6,200 fans at Soldier's Field scared
away a potential buyer.

Column one
Tom Hisek
sports editor
i Bay is supposedly a
old, but that team may also
be losing its popularity to the sunny
beaches. Last week, I stopped by a
local sports bar in Tampa holding a
"Meet the Bandits" party in
conjunction with a local radio
station. Unfortunately, it was held on

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE A SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF PEOPLE
WHO NEED HELP?
You an bf becoming i Link mlunlm.
Tin LINK it 124 hf. crisi*inf«vtntion and referril center
Moke application now- deadline April 11th

the same night of the LouisvilleKentucky NCAA backetball game
televised on the bar's three TV
screens.
IT WAS evident who won out. With
eyes permanently affixed on the TV
screens, I watched Bandit wide
receiver Eric 'E.T.' Truvillion leave
during the first half of the game with
nary a trace of attention cast his
way. One female asked to shake his
hand, but he was totally ignored by
the rest of the crowd.
Economists across the nation have
spelled doom for the USFL, pointing
to its lack of stable ownership. As it
appears, their prognosis is on line.
Denver has been one the league's
more stable franchises, but last
week the Gold was up for sale on the
open market.
But Yogi Berra said, "The game's
not over until it's over." And the
quote holds credence, but the years
of the USFL seem numbered.

Cedeno determined
to don Cincy uniform

"I've never had two bad seasons in a row in my life," said
Cedeno, who played in all or part
of 12 seasons with the Houston
Astros. "They can't say C.C. is
over the hill. I have five more
Cedeno, 33, is hoping to get that
message to Reds fans. He incurred their displeasure last season after batting .232 and driving
in just 39 runs in 98 games. In 1982,
his first season as a Red, Cedeno
had hit .289 with 57 RBIs in 138
games.

mmmmmmmmmmm
5th Annual Triathlon
Saturday, April 28th

Distance Of events: S«m ■ 1 rr* Cyde • M miteWiviilwU 4 12 mile Items) Run • 9 miles
Divisions: Individuals, mate or female learns Coed prediction
Sign Up By Apnl 6 r the Student Reaeabon Cenlet

Participants meeting M7.930PM
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Plan now for the 1984 School Year

Meadowview Court
Apartments

214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included *gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes 'carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool • sauna
$270-fumished
$250-unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-fumished
$265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

<

LISA POTTS
FAITH CEBULL
ELIZABETH McGUIRE
ANN WALSH
JOAN GERACI
SANDI POOKMAN
KIMBERLY PAUL
DARLENE ARSIANIAN
TAMARA APPLEGARTH
ANNETTE LOUDERMILK

LISA CURL
CHRIS PETERMAN
JENNIFER MALLETT
CYNTHIA WALPOLE
VANESSA HART
ALLISON FRET '
MELISSA LENSCH
MICHELLE GROVES
JULIE SANTEE
SHARI HEIMBERGER

AND WELCOME THEIR NEW SPRING PLEDGES

$225-fumished
$200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

KIM HEHftANN
HEIDI HOSICK

SUE LEVY
SUE REICHART

< ArA ATA AI'A ATA Al'A ATA ArA APA ATA APA APA AT?

BGSU'S NEW
PARTY PLACE
ON THURSDAY
NIGHT IS

BGSU COLLEGE I.D. BEER BLAST
Show your
valid BGSU I.D for
E£
££Route 25,
EMISSION
225481
Perrysburg. Ohio 43551
874-2253

HOW DO YOU KILL
SOMETHING THAT
CANT POSSI01Y
MAUVE?

ii

WISH TO ANNOUNCE THEIR FALL "83" INITIATES

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
Free memDersilp lo CMrrvwoofl Health Spa with lease.

be televised only on-campus on channel seven this
Friday at 8 p.m. It will not
be televised on channel 57
as stated in Wednesday's
BG News.

Correction: The rebroadcast of the NCAA
championship hockey
game in which Bowling
Green defeated the University of Minnesota-Duluth,
5-4 in four overtimes, will

American Heart Association

Ralndate: April 29th

For more information:

Be a "helping connection."

"I'd like to be here, but I won't
be happy if I don't play and if I'm
not happy, I won't produce. I'm
not a once-a-week player," Cedeno said. "I've never had to
come to spring training not knowing if I have a position. The competition with all the talent keeps
you young. If there are one or two
spots still open, I have a chance.
"I want that chance, because
I'd like to show the people of
Cincinnati something," he said.

Correction: BG hockey game

If selected, you may become one ol the UNK family of
people who help others live their lives more fully.

Call 352-5387 or 1 •800-472-9411
or
Come to 525 Pike St., Bowling Green

years as a regular and I plan to be
there."
"I am surprised I came to
spring training with the Reds. I
expected to be traded," he said.
Cedeno said he believes that
Manager Vern Rapp is giving him
a chance to prove his worth to
Cincinnati.

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Cesar Cedeno, a veteran outfielder trying
to crack the Cincinnati Reds'
starting lineup, wears a T-shirt
under his Reds uniform which
reads, "Somebody in Cincinnati
Loves Me."

3

11 AM - 3 pm

Everyday $1.75 Special
BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD
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FRIDAY: MILLER TIME
SATURDAY: BAR'S CHOICE

No Cover
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LAYER CUT

Good Thur8 & Fri
3/29 3/30

•CUT
•CONOmONERS
• BLOW DRY
• Does not include
shampoo
REG. '

Hi-LbiS

SUZIE
Located In Stadium View Shopping Center

THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where Quality Comes First"
Opan 10am-6pm
Ph. 352-2566

JIM'S MUSIC AND SOUND
SMLESM.ESMLE

Buses Leaving
the Union Oval
at 8:00, 8:45,
9:30. 10:15

la reasoniDie otter
rofusedl
And we will order any
Item not Ii stock.

352-6612

130E. Wooster
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—sports
Guard leads Cavs out of cellar

Free finds his world is in Cleveland
by Ted Paisante
sports reporter

Displace with the NBA's top scorers.
The next season was bit beet when he averaged 30.2 points per game, finishing
second to San Antonio's George Gervin in the NBA scoring race. Unfortunately for
Free, it was his last with San Diego as they shipped him to Golden State for guard
Phil Smith.
He went from one of the NBA's top scorers to the middle of the pack, and Golden
State shipped him to Cleveland for guard Ron Brewer. The Cavs were in "the Ted
Stepien era," holding the worst NBA record like a prize.
CLEVELAND NEEDED World and World needed Cleveland, so the relationship
has blossomed as have the Cavs, who now own a 26-45 record, three wins better than
last season with U games still left on the schedule.
Free now has a long term contract and a team that wants him, two things he found
hard to find during his eight years. "This team is very close and we need everyone to
play well as a team and most importantly we are stable, with no revolving door."
Free is feeling good about the team, which has the 12th pick in next year's NBA
draft. "We iust need two players and we'll be in the hunt. We need a big man inside
to give us the inside-outside threat we need to contend."
Free has led the Cavs in scoring in 41 of their 71 games, hitting double figures in 65
of them. Free also is third on the team in assists, following playmakers Geoff Huston
and John Bagley.
Free is averaging just over 23 points per game this year, but a huge change in his
game has occurred on the defensive end of the floor. Free has 86 steals to lead the
Cavs and he says defense has become fun under Cavs coach Tom Nissalke.
"Our trapping defense gives us a chance to go for the steal and get an easy layup,
if not, the rest of the team covers for the guy taking the chance/' Free said. "Ifs
pressure basketball and that's my game."

CLEVELAND - His name and his teams have chanced, but the player hasn't. A
Brooklyn man who used to be known as Lloyd Is still harassing opponents in the
National Basketball Association. His name U World B. Free and his team is the
Cleveland Cavaliers.
Free's first name has been World since 1961, when he legally changed it from
Lloyd. Some of his moves on the court have been described as "All-World" after the
opposition has received a dose of vintage Free.
VINTAGE FREE is when he takes charge down the stretch. The defense, crowd
and the Cavs all know what will happen. It will be Free who takes the pressure shot.
And he's not afraid to do just that.
In action last week against New York, Cleveland trailed the Knicks by five points
with three minutes left in the game. Free responded by sinking his, and the Cavs'
final five shots for a one-point victory.
Following the game, Free was questioned about his shots down the stretch, three
that were made despite two and three defenders in his face.
"Those shots are my bread and butter shots from about 17 feet - I've been making
those for nine years,'' Free said.
The nine years Free talked about are the nine years of his free-wheeling NBA
career. Free has been with four teams in nine years, starting with Philadelphia in
1975 when he was drafted as a hardship pick in the second round out of tiny Guilford
Colkge in Greensboro. N.C.
HIS CAREER at Guilford caught enough eyes in Philadelphia. As a freshman, he
was MVP of the NAIA tournament while teaming up with present Boston Celtic ML.
Carr to win the NAIA championship in his first season. In the next two years, be
increased his scoring average from 21.1 to 24.6 points per game and finished with
over 2,000 points in three years of school.
The switch to the NBA style of play took time and he didn't become a prolific
scorer until he was traded to San Diego for a draft choice after three seasons in
Phtlly. He responded with a 28.2 average in his first year with San Diego, solidifying
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PRESSURE BASKETBALL is when Free is in the limelight, and his 'rainbow'
jumper often finds the hoop as in last week's game against New York. And Nissalke
says
there isn't a man be would rather have take the shot.
f
'I want a guy who wants to take that last shot when the pressure is on, and World
is the one for it-

Now available by mall
with outstanding savings

99
$6.
not $20-70
UmKed time offer

These glasses are the newest and hottest shades today styled after the much more
expensive designer glasses at only a fraction of the price. The Glacier glasses feature
removable leatherlike sides and specially designed comfort temples. The mirrored allweather glasses make them Ideal for skiing of sunning. The All Weather Ski or Surf
Glasses are also mirrored and come with a complimentary ($2.50 value) leash to
match Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back!
Style Optics
P.O. Box 7376
Hollywood. FL 33081
BG-1

Please check style and quantity
$6.99 or 2 for $12.99
AD Weather Ski or Surf
Ma*
pfe*

Name

—

Address
chad*

money order

Afc. 1 —»> to <M»v / a Mdm «U 5» »to a.
PW— nbcfa II 00 to I»KX( * !»■»*«■

I

rad
P-pai —

glacier

o*.

WINTHROP TERRACE ARTS.
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL

"EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL"
WE PAY HEAT. WATER, CABLE
AND TRASH PICKUP
3 Locations- Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.,
Summit St.
$10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31st. .
1 & 2 BDRM APTS
Furnished & Unfurnished

MPtfN

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

COUCATKMM.
cam

Outside NY. State Only CAll T0U FREE: 81*223 1712
Center> in M»|or US Cilies.Puerto Rko and Toronto, Canada

Weekends 9-5:00

Saturdays 10-3:00
_.
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
March 2P,, 1964

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
ATTENTION ALL POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS S MINORS PI SIGMA
ALPHA ANNOUNCES Tony OoRomm
folln. renrlreas tor SenOueky
County Cnmnmolum
t lormer
BQ8U Graduate epeaUng on CA-

ma orvom FOB THI ooun-

CAJ. tCtOKC MAJOR' 7 30pm
tonight t> 200 University Hal.
BACCHUS mini wookly on
Wednesdays al 8 00 p m m 51S La*
Science BHg Here's your chorea lo
pot awoKed! Everyone wolcomo
a (Oay tturJont Union)
mooing tonight al 8 30 In Raagtoua
Ed. Room al SI Thomoa Mora Al
welcome 10 stlend Bring a Mend
Tho Choice la yours'"
Thara wa ba an KornoBonol Rota
aona Aaaocanon meeting TODAY al
6:30 n the Toft Room ol tha Union
AlaraWalcoma
Thai k Squash Six part TV i
plus kva doirionabaliona and on-ooun
practloa wOi BQSU Squash Club
Eoary Thuraday through May 3. 80 30 pm . Studant Recreation ConMr.

REWAPOH LOST
MOUTH RETAMER. CLEAR PMK PLASTIC
WITH SILVER WIRES SANDY 354
1678.
LOST: Portfoeo (ruM coax, SOU
cover) t an 'SBX toUor. 829 Ed.
Boo on Mon March 12. Ertremely
tap. PLEASE return No quooBona
I REWARD' 3541688

RIDES

SERVICES OFFERED
TUTORING
Ma Math - Algebra naadlng — Grammar — CompuaUkjn
CatB74-3349 altoi 6 p m
OAKHURST LEARINING CENTER
Experienced Typist avaesble lo.
manuscripts. thesis, atatwical and
harm papers, reasonable rotas Contact Adnenne Estao. Area Code 419
8743045
House cleaning, axparianced. ratable, references Cat 372-3888 altar 8:00 p m

LOST AND FOUND

352-5787

LootlMA Moto Coiags rang (BQSU
Troup St. Vicinity
Contact Gordon Soil 372-1033
REWARD!

Did you maa your tret chance to vote
In the USG election? USG a holding a
special • •emergency"
election
March 29th tram 8 8 el the Union
Foyer 8 8-10 al the Library For •
second chance to voice your opinion.
vote in the USG staceon
The power la In your hands.

Attention
Photography Font
Hoi Shot* Tha Kodali Expartanco.
A lecture on photography wtdi tide
presentation Bring your own cameras.
Apri 4. Grand BaaBoom
8:00 PM

Dr. Boot loom
Congrats on being accepted at
O S U Mad School You thought no
one would take you but once again
you wore wrong (and I was right).
From Wright St to Case, you always
had my support, beeldos who else
would pat up at 4:00 In the morning
wNh you or posit Out the runner kl
your hose? As long aa you don't
forget me, I won't forget you You I
probably get sck ol seeing me (but
your mom pays wet) Got psyched
tor these Mat 5 weeks. II make aura
you leave your mark at BG Love,
Your commuting roommate.

BACCHUS maala waokly on
Wodnoadayi al 8 00 p m In 61S Lie
Science Btdg. Haro't your chance to
QOl Invotvedt Evoryono wolcomo
JACK'S BAKERY

354-1001
EVENINGS

TYPING LOW RATES
Resumes prolessionsly typed

LOST Brown I black tolas umbreea
around 112 BA or Falcons Neat on
Match 18. Compel OCMB 2957

alt. H* MOOS or 2-6103

ICE CREAM DELIVERY
Nood a ride to indy or BvxmaigtoriT
Riders noodod tor rontol carl
Col Mary 2-6306

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Col 352-7305 after 5 30pm

Tour Qulda KEY Photo
Al votoran and naw Guides.
h McFel Assembly Room,
Thuraday. March 29 al 6.30 p.m.

PADDY MURPHY. SAE NATIONAL
DRINKING CHAMPION IS COMING
TO BG AFTER A BRIEF SPEAKING
ENGAGEMENT ON ALCOHOL
AWARENESS AT THE PLAYBOY
CLUB IN ATLANTIC CITY BEFORE
HE ARRIVES IN BG HE WILL MAKE A
STOP M MS HOMELAND. CLEVELAND

Atlenllon LorJIoeof SOSU
Wonted lor Hw trkend o!
your Mvee: 2 woman needed
to bo our MM at the FIJI
Chartering serttee Frt 4

Al your typing needs prompt I proleeoonel Cat 352-4017

PERSONALS

QMS Spring I Summer knit tops 50%
OFF selected stylos Jeans N Things
531 HIdge St Open tonka Ml 8.00

PADOY MURPHY DIED FOR ME
HE WAS THE GREATEST SAE.
TOO MANY PM ALPHA JUICE HE
DRANK. DRUNK.
At HE STAGGERED OFF THE
PLANK. PLUNK.
NOW HE LIES IN MOBILE BAY.
AMD NEPTUNE IS HIS EDA.

Gayle Kubick1 Happy Birthday
Sweetie1 Gel exerted for a great
weekend cetebralion1 Love. Moty
PADOY MURPHY IS COMtNGI
PADDY MURPHY I* COMING!
PADOY MURPHY IS COMtNGI

Beth Crutcher.
Conrjrstulstions on your engagement
lo Bob We're so happy for you. We
wish you both luck and hepevnees
Love, Tha aWars of Kappa Kappa
Qarnma

Have a case of the enjoys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-9 pm
DOWNTOWN - CINCI
HEY BOSU FRATERNtnU!
Tomorrow you can atari picking up
your bikes lor the 34th Annual Data
U Bale Race

Bob Wads good kick In the USG
elections We are behind you al the
way The ttUe Saaoo
Brace yourselves. Stg L'po. tor an
outrageous ume lonighl with the Dee
Zees'

COED SOFTBALL:"catch" some
spring lever wtlh Spring Softball.
Entries lor Coed Softball can be
picked up In Rm 106 SRC, they are
du. March 2«h by 12:00.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
HOCKEY TEAM FOR BEING NCAA
CHAMPS-BROTHERS OF SIGMA
NU.

JOURNALISM 300
APPLICATIONS
ARE DUE.
Klahy Joyce congratulations on your
pinning to Joe. Sorry this is so fata.
The Little Skksea

Congrstulerions Fp'a on receiving
your charier You've worked herd to
have a good time this weekend! The
Bros of Delta Upaaon
SEE EUROPE
SUMMER PROGRAM IN NANTES.
FRANCE
Pieces are sta avertable
Earn Hr. credits
Cat Or Crwttk. af 372-0080 or 3722848

Lee Cotton/Poly St Lags Rag
$24 95NOW $1995 Levi cotton
St. Logs
Reg
$24 95 NOW
$16 95 Joans N Things 531 Ridge
Open rj 6 tonka

53 Generation
56 Dolt
60 In
(distinct)
62 Police vehicles
63 Juhe of the
stage
64 Gemayel of
Lebanon
65 Dance step
66 Point the
linger a 1
67 Red planet
68 Bath
69 Mariners

DOWN
1 Ghana s capital
2 Pigtail
3 Large orange
berries
4 Bathe
5 Incidents
6 Indian weight
unit
, 7 Porous rock
8 Bluster
9 Caesura
10 Pioneer hypnotist
ol Germany
11 Melville
manuscript

Valley end food iaat In Mae Oteo.
Love, Your Kappa
We Have The Lowest Airfares
ToEuropel
Far Free Coax Brochure, Write To:
Campos Travel Bos 11167 St Louts.

Mo. 6Ho«.
WHAT: THE DELTA UPSLON 34TH
ANNUAL BIKE RACE
WHERE: H FRONT OF THE MATHSCIENCE BLDG
WHEN: APPJL 19TH (IN JUST 18
DAYS)
PH6PAREI

Lets try it ogem
'PIE-ELECT
DAN DeANQELIS
DM AT-LARQE REP
Vote Today I
THANKIII

12 Lineate
13 Three spot
19 Margaret's
namesakes
21 Testing device
24 Shrewd
27
Ridge. Tenn
28 Get the better ol
30 Image
31 Rainbow goddess
32 Margutsde
33
homo
34 Historic landing
place
38 Backward
37 Irritable
41 Sister of
Meg and Jo
43 Conceals
46 Detaches
48 Confront again
50 Chirps
51 Wristlet
54 Semblance
55 SlteofKrupp
works
56 Swindle
57 Shirley MacLalne
role
56 Influential
naturalisl ol
thoYoeemite
59 Greek peak
61 Killer whale
63 Possesses

CaH Todayl
314-2211

MS-74SI

JACK'S BAKERY

DELIVERED EVENMOS

Auoraon. Pregency Teen).
Lamsze Ctoaees
Center lor Choice
Downtown Toledo (419) 255 7769

354-1001

OPEN SUNDAYS 12-8
New merchandise arriving daty
THE FRENCH KNOT
Downtown Bowling Green

Girl Scout Cooklee Are Hero!
Gel yours at UnY Hal or the Oval.
True, a Men or cal 364-1072 or
372-4373 lor Info

PADOY MURPHY PASSED BOWLING GREEN 6 WENT VACATIONING
IN FLORIDA, OR WAS IT PHrLADELPHA7

CENTER.
SENIORS, GET PSYCHED FOR SENIOR GIVING WEEK (APRIL Ml
KICK-OFF EVENT WILL BE HELD
THURSDAY NIGHT AT ALUMNI
CENTER.
SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS PICK-UP PLEDGE CARDS
AT ALUMNI CENTER BY THE END
Of TUB WEEK. (MARCH 30,1*04).

I ■ Ming now tor summer 1 lei. 2
bdrm unfum apts 834 Scott Hamilton Ctoee to campus CM Betty
Baker 352-9110

Valuable So
r Eiperloncel
Counselor positions open. Independent Mng program for gals with
primary rMebaty of menial retardeaon. Cal 218-892-2018 or wnta
INDEPmc 487 Car*! Rd . Richmond
Hla, Ohio 44143

THE POWER IS IN YOUR HANDS
VOTE IN USG ELECTIONS MARCH
29TH 9-5 AT THE UNION FOYER. 610 AT THE LIBRARY

FOR SALE

WANTED

English darts & accessories
Purcers Bike Shop
131 W WoosterSt 352-6264

Wanted: Suspended Loft wtlh
Chemo. In good condition Cal Cheryl
al 372-5985 or Deb M 372-6975
1 F needed lo share apt RccMedge
Manor Gas heat paid. Large rooms. Dahwaahor CM Marda 372-6987

Smel retngeretor. excel, cond . good
for dorm room or under a bar. $126
or boot offer 352-1426
For Sale Coupon Book
Cal 372-6724. -

F rmte needed lor summer to shore
Parkview Mobile Home. SISO/mo .
own bdrm Col Joy 372 5036

Featele Rana. needed 6e4U school
year. Close lo campus. Call 3542260.

WENDY BARNHART
UIO REP-AT-LARQE
VOTE STEVE HANNA USG REP
VOTE STEVE HANNA USG REP
VOTE STEVE HANNA USG REP

HEU» WANTED

-a^.A^\

5^M-

Corner el E akwry t Thureltn.
Dtrectty eoroaa OH. Towers Ak
cand.. tree cable TV. Only 1200m*).
AveH. early May. CaH 352-4341 enytewo.
Apts. lor rent (summer) Eicel loca
eon near campus. 2 bdrm. turn, apts
Spade) summer rates 352-7656
Fum. bdrm. apts 6 houaaa

382-7454
Before 5
1 I 2 bdrm apt* I houses 9 mo..
12 mo . I summer leases 362-7454
(between 1 00-4 oopm)
B.Q APTS
618 822 Second SI 2 bdrm turn 12
mo leases 352-7454 btwn. 1:004:00.
CARTY RENTALS
31 IE. Merry-Model Apt #8
2 bdrm apts lor 4 students
SI 30.'person/$585/ semester
|mcl heat, cable, water a sewsge)
Also 1 bdrm house I apt.
12 mo lease start In May
Summer Rentals at Special Retea
for Houaaa Rooma-Apta.

PHONE 382-7365

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY
frO PLEASE EVERYONE. RENTAL*]
ARE GOING FAST. FOR A FREE
BROCHURE CALL 3S2-5I20
THURST1N MANOR APARTMENTS
Air conditioned, hay carpeted, cabta
vtaion, efficiencies. Isundry tacBbss
Now BMaklg tor summer I tel.
451 Thuraon Ave 352-5436
One bdrm fum apts dose to campue 352-6239 rjefora 6.
LRENTAL*
ConverUonU, located, fuay furnished. AC. apts. now renting Mr
Summer 11*4 and School Yeer

m*m CaH I81-4e40.
FAIL I SUMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-vi BLK TO CAMPUS
362-4671 day or 352 1800 ova
VEL—MANOR APTS
VEL-MANOR ANNEX
Across from campus eccomooakons
lor 2-4 students tor summer A»
cond I dean (FM) 14 Student
accomodatlons
Cal 352-2868
OLHET ATMOSPHERE.

Lower Ouplax; Bummer 6 fal, upper
dupktk. aummer IIM. 3520639
1 bdrm. apt. dooo lo campus 8485
school year 1-267-3341
SufieTner rentaM 1 buiiii. apts ano 5
bdrm. house Close to campus. 1<7-3341.
'
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4 bdna. M3 6. Proepocl

He TV CM 352-2663.

Now Renting Fe» 1964
One 6 Two semester loaaaa
Flay turn
Efficiencies
complete
w.ootor T.V., Cable, al ubWee paid
OukM Atmoapher. $265 (1 par),
$175 aa. (2 par). 364-3182 12-4
weekdays. 352-1520 anytime

£&K

Jfe

Bon. Jetat Hewlove Baal Eatata,

2 beoYoom nawly luriiiahad apts.
Now renting lor 84-85 FREE sate

FOR RENT

1 F. roomate for summer months.
non-smoker CM Susan 372-1317

VOTE FOR

HUVIOUI

Fsl I Winter coaching poaHona open
for Eastwood Junior I Santo high
School. Cal 633-3811 tor more
Infuf IIIMIUII.

Sal Avon
For Mora Informaaon
Cal Ptryaa, 3525833

For I
1.2, or 3 M. rmts. needed
House. 2 bfka from campus
•eO.OO/moJperson
Co* 112-21M

T-u and Counting

tktwai to

SmiOVBoggs Rental-Houaaa I ApM. for '84-86 school
year 352-9457 between 12-4 or
352-6gi7aftar8

Century Label 1 Tag Co has open
mgs aval seang custom packaging
to laaallia Commission ptus beneMs S18-26K t.st year eammgs
Cal Mr George Henry 362-7629

Party Room For Rant
4-DsClub
7 th and High
352-g378 after 5: 352-7324

TAMMY ORA.
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
NEW JOB WE WISH YOU ALL THE
BEST IN THE FUTURE
LOVE. yOUR ROOMCS

NOW HIRING wtatsrs I weWoeeea.
also taking appScaecns for other bar
hek). Apply al Button's. Rt 25 just
north of BO

Interview signups wa be April 2-6 lor
paste-up production poeiaone in The
Student PuMcatfonsAM News ahop
lor hi semester 1984. EditoriaLadverletng paate-up fobs avaaabie Students WB ba Nred I trained tha)
semester. Graphics beckgrounovmteraat helpful Excaasnt co-op opporiunrhes lot Tech mopes Skjrvupa are
at Student Emptoymen!. 460 Student
Sarvtcae, only.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
K WOOD COUNTY
920 N Mom St B.Q.
Ccmfldentisl-persons) care
Special rataa. BGSU students
Convenient App'ts 354-3540

SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS RETURN YOUR COMPLETED
PLEDGE CARDS TO THE ALUMNI

•ti taal Many 2-adrmJ4 parson,
r Towers, MeoVpor
Tswteat peys aaly

Anantkin Shjdents
lagM guard/castk and deek ctark
posibona for summer conferences
•4 ba pooled In the Studant Employ
men! Program Office. 460 Student
Services.
Tuesday. March 27
through Thuraday. March 29 (10
am - 3.30 p.m.). For more mlormetion csf the Student Employment
Program Office at 372-2851

School Restarts. $14 95 prepaid
Immediate detvery Cat 814-8621262 or write Box 471 London OH
43140 tor more Information

HUGE ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES

MARGARITA'S
1740E Woostar
362-2687
WB accept applcabona
Thuraday. March 29 1984 Between
2 00-4 OOPM
lor the fceOwing poeaWne
WsOais/Weaseaea
\
rQ>cnenHs»

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outatandkig Sam and Trim Down
Camps: Tonnla. Dance. Samnaatics.
WSI. Athletics. NutrlllorVLastoaca. 20
pats
Separate gins and boys
campa 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Coasge Computes M Mess.
Perm . No. Caroena. CaH. Sand re
sums Mfchala Friedman. Dkecior.
947 Hewlett Or . No. Woodmers.
NY. 11881, 516-374-0766

Diamond Product Ions
Dancing Telegrams
BaBlQisms for the guys
Professions! Mole Dancers
lor the ladiesl

SUMMER PROGRAM IN NANTES.
FRANCE
Places are st» aveasbfe. Earn Hr.
credits Cat Dr. ChMe at 372-0060
or 372-264^

TO THOSE WILD AND CRAZY SUN
TIME TOURISTS OF 2nd FLOOR
CONKUN: ALTHOUGH WE GOT
■HOSED' ON THE WELCOME TO
DAYTON* POOLSIDE PARTY, THE
IS SAVING COUPON BOOK, AND A
SPEEDY RETURN
THANKS TO
YOU WE HAD THE BEST TIME
EVERi WE LOVE YOU GUYS
ANN AND ANNE

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Washington
money crop
7 Recipe abbr
10 Shod
14 Spill
IS Actress Hagen
16 Udeastern title
17 VIPon
Thanksgiving
18 Links* group
20 Out ol bed
21 Frugality
22 New Zealand
tribesmen
23 Road covering
25 Measure
26 European capital
29 In music
an upbeat
33 Austen novel
35 Subs
38 Savings accl
of a soil
39 Galley occupant
40 To the point
41 Among
42 Peruse
43 Russian units
of distance
44 Calliope, lor one
45 Commence
47 Explosive
49 Pinches
52 Deli order

Way la Oe, Ti
LET
ITEVE HANNA
REPRESENT YOU!"
VOTE TOOAYI
USG REP AT LARGE

\\
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synchronicity
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a festival of music
presents

SUMMER SCHEDULE CHANGES

ADDITIONS
fmoiidm*
FIJI

Tern

4222

Researcfi MetrnK Poll Sc

586

6-9 pm

MW

5/21-6/22

(Mat tot b»«atJc«ul Options
Summer Term

KOKO TAYLOR

& The Blues Machine

InoepervJert SWy
Inuspendenl SWy

201
401

M5
MS

HnAve)
HflAktJ

6/25-8/17

SNDapf

6725*17

SMOapt

MiwtrJrjfl SluJy

201
401

Ml

Hn«M

5/21*22

SeeDept

1-15

MUM

5721*22

SMOtpt

201
401

1-15
MS

HrsAval
HrsAvai

6/25-7/27
6/25-7/27

SMDopt

FrslTim
MepaiyJMSul*
Second Term
MependenlSluOy

IN CONCERT

Me»a*aM Sudy

SeeDept

DELETIONS

■main mmm
FWTentl
3148

eta*MonaBui

380

10-11:30

afTWRF

5/21*22

CHANGES
LthT^llalEateata^lMh
Second Term
5133

OUneBI*gSys!

545

3

'10:00-11:30

MTiW

6/25-7/27

SchNidaT

S3S

3

• Mp.it.

TR

672S-7/27

McKam

412
433

3
3

12:30-2:30
10-12:15

IfTWR
aTOrV

•8/25-7/27
•6/25-7/27

Ouan
Back

408
408
400

3
3
3

10-11:30
12:30-2:30
34

afTWRF

mm
mm

• 5.21 6.22
•5«1*22
•5/21*22

Coto
Cote
Wanting

408
408
408

3
3
3

10-11:30
12:30-2:30
6-10 pit.

laTWRf
MTyw
TR

•6/25-7/27
•8/26-7/27
•6/25-7/27

OoTW
Tooon
Toicax

Poafca) Sctiaca

Sexond Term
5349
eayeVngLorJQovt,
ahmli
ii TIIIII
■Qua naavaaaol
Binlnil i I
rajesal
tsajcaaoa,

All Out Chicago Blues At Its Finest

SioondTena
•5801

OrgnAdRrtPEJISA

•5802

PEaRaaSpacPopi

taataaaWl AoaTRlaTlell I t>«wlaal

With Special Guest, BGSU's Own
H

ii

Sidestream
Contemporary & Traditional Jazz
Tuesday, April 3, 1984
8:00 p.m., Grand Ballroom, Union
Tickets $1.00. Available Daily
Union Foyer 9-4 or GSS Office, 304 McFall Center

?t
Sponsored by Graduate Student Senate
.::::::

fWTeftn
'3818
'3820

Orgn «dm Ed Amet Sec
Orgr, A*i Ed Amet See

'3821
OtnjinikEdAmiSoc
StcondTefw
'5818

OrgnrVtoEdNtarSoc

'5820

OrgnAdmEdAnwSoc

'5821

Orgn Adm Ed Vner Soc

'OVolM W cfangi

Summer 84--A Winning
Season at BGSU

